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Erik Bishop 

Response Paper Presentation 

- Describe in one word what felling or emotion when you hear the word “Abortion” 

Purpose: The purpose of this presentation is to show the appropriate Christian response the issue 

of abortion. We will see that the Christian response should wholeheartedly oppose abortion but 

wholly love and cherish life, while loving those who are struggling with the decision of having 

an abortion or have already had one.  

-  This will not cover a woman who will likely die in child bearing, this is a very small 

percentage of the abortions that happen and still fits with the purpose of valuing life 

General Overview: 

-Trouble of defining Abortion 

 - Why is it important for us to define terms when talking about a topic like abortion? 

  How have you seen lack of clarity of terms cause issues? 

 -Everyone has a definition that fits with their viewpoint, You define it as ending 

pregnancy if you don’t want to focus on taking a life.  

-Frequency of abortion  

 - According to Planned Parenthood 30% of women in the USA will have one by age 45 

 - “approximately 1.21 million women per year” In the USA 

- Roe vs. Wade 

 - Roe vs. Wade “established a woman's right to have an abortion without undue 

 restrictive interference from the government. The Court held that a woman's right to 

 decide for herself to bring or not bring a pregnancy to term is guaranteed under the 

 Fourteenth Amendment.”  
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 -Father and child have no right to choice 

- Abortion and the women’s right issue 

 - Many supporters of abortion, support it for women’s freedoms and rights 

 - Article “Make Abortion a Women’s right worldwide” 

 -Do you think that abortion is an exclusively women’s right issue? Why? 

- Top 10 reasons for abortion 

 -Almost all are based on the current circumstance of the mother financially, relationally 

 or emotionally, usually because the pregnancy was unplanned 

 -Which of these top 11 surprise you or impact you the most? Why? 

Christian Response: 

-We must first remove the blockage of false worldviews 

-Life begins at conception 

 -People argue that pro-life is only on the side of faith and not science, not true 

 - Embryology (Science) says that human life begins at conception 

 - The Bible says Human life begins at conception 

  - Psalm 139:13-14; Jeremiah 1:5; Job 31:15 

 -If science and God agrees that life begins at conception, why do you think so many 

 people are willing to support abortion? 

-Personhood Theory 

-This is the concept that many supporters of abortion buy into whether they realize it or 

not. (Explain the two levels while giving information from “Love Thy Body”) 

-How have you seen personhood theory being accepted in our world today? 

-What flaws do you see in this sort of theory? 
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-No one can agree on personhood 

- Luke 1:41 “Jumping in the womb” made in God’s image 

- Sarah Marie Switzer, 6 months (24 weeks) = the surgeon becomes pro life 

-Only difference between murder and a legal termination of a pregnancy is the mother’s 

permission in California 

-Example from Tactics book “Would you kill a 2 year old that resulted from incest?” 

-“when you say abortion is okay, you say it would have been okay to kill me for the sins 

of my father” 

-Our response  

- Love the sinner, hate the sin 

 -Lifeway abortion study  

 -Which of these percentages stuck out to you? 

 -John 15:12; 1 Corinthians 13; Mark 12:31 

 -Love is the call of the church; we must not seek to judge but to love 

 - Top 11 list, many of these reasons could be provided by the church 

 - How could you see the church filling these needs? 

 - How could you see yourself filling these needs? 

-We cannot be silent about this topic, innocent and defenseless children are dying. We must 

stand up for life and love those who are struggling with this heartbreaking decision. 

 


